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Abstract: Background Lugol’s solution is well known for 
its unique contrasting properties to biological samples in 
in   microcomputed   tomography   imaging. On   the  other  
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hand, iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs), which have 
much lower attenuation capabilities to X-ray radiation 
show decent cell penetration and accumulation 
properties, are increasingly being used as quantitative 
contrast agents in biology and medicine. In our research, 
they were used to stain 3D cell structures called 
spheroids. Aim In this study, the micro computed 
tomography (µCT) technique was used to visualize and 
compare the uptake and accumulation of two contrast 
agents, Lugol’s solution and iron (II, III) oxide 
nanoparticles (IONPs) in the in vitro human spheroid 
tumour model. Methods The metastatic human 
melanoma cell line WM266-4 was cultured, first under 
standard 2D conditions, and after reaching 90% 
confluence cells was seeded in a low adhesive plate, 
which allows spheroid formation. On the 7th day of 
growth, the spheroids were transferred to the tubes and 
stained with IONPs or Lugol’s solution and subjected to 
µCT imaging. Results Our research allows visualization of 
the regions of absorption at the level of single cells, with 
relatively short incubation times - 24h - for Lugol’s 
solution. IONPs proved to be useful only in high 
concentrations (1 mg/ml) and long incubation times 
(96h). Conclusions When comparing the reconstructed 
visualizations of the distribution of these stating agents, 
it is worth noting that Lugol’s solution spreads evenly 
throughout the spheroids, whereas IONPs (regardless of 
their size 5 and 30 nm) accumulate only in the outer layer 
of the spheroid structure. 
 

Introduction 

 
Microcomputed tomography (µCT) is a preclinical 
imaging method, which allows non-invasive internal 
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structure visualization with micrometric resolution, 
exceeding clinical CT by many orders of magnitude [1–4]. 
Being able to image structures with such resolution gives 
an opportunity to see in detail different biological 
structures, even single cells, or cell aggregates [5]. The 
high contrast in the reconstructed images comes from the 
differences in densities and atomic (Z) number within the 
sample. Biological samples are very uniform in terms of 
density, especially soft tissues. Thus, staining procedures 
are often used. Staining may be a by-product of a sample 
preparation, i.e., contamination with heavy metals [6] or 
could be deliberately done to enhance differences within 
the sample structure [5,7]. Often such staining agents 
include Lugol’s solution [solution of potassium iodine 
with iodine in water), which is a common staining agent 
[8,9]. Lugol’s solution is widely used in biological 
research as a compound that binds carbohydrates, 
including proteoglycans, and in medical practice as an 
antibacterial and disinfectant agent [10–13]. Another type 
of contrasting agents are nanoparticles (NPs), especially 
AuNPs (gold NPs) or other NPs composed of elements 
with the high atomic number [14]. The use of iron (II, III) 
oxide nanoparticles for µCT imaging gains popularity, 
but it has never been used on a wide scale. Their 
advantage is high availability and low toxicity [15–17]. 
Furthermore, IONPs have specific magnetic properties 
that allow dual imaging, also with nuclear magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) [18,19]. Biological samples, 
especially on the cellular level, are hard to image due to 
the similarities in densities. Very accurate models for 
tumor imaging are spheroids (organoids). They are three-
dimensional (3D) cell structures obtained from primary 
cell cultures and developed to mimic the tissue 
environment and metabolic activity within in vitro 
conditions [7,20]. Spheroids are a 3D cell culture model, 
in which the number of cells, nutrients or respiratory 
conditions [including hypoxia) are better controlled and 
are the subject of many investigations [5]. 
 In our study, we compared the contrast 
properties of Lugol’s solution and IONPs for use in 
imaging the structure of human melanoma spheroids in 
µCT. This approach to tumor imaging is crucial for future 
research in clinical imaging techniques, where new 
contrast agents can be conjugated with very specific 
molecules, i.e. antibodies, and enable the imaging of very 
specific tumors at a very early stage of development. 
 
 
 

Methods 

 

Spheroid culture 
 
The metastatic human melanoma cell line WM266-4 
obtained from the ESTDAB Melanoma Cell Bank 
(Tübingen, Germany) was used. Cells were cultured in 
RPMI 1640 medium (Cat. No. 21875091 Gibco™ Paisley, 
UK) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Cat. No. 
10500064 Gibco™ Paisley, UK), 100 U/mL penicillin and 
100 µg/mL streptomycin (at. No. 15140122 Gibco™), 2mM 
L-glutamine (Cat. No. 25030081 Gibco™ Paisley, UK), 
seeded into a T75cm2 flask and incubated at 37°C in a 
humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. After reaching the 
confluence of 90%, cell cultures were washed with PBS 
w/o Ca2+, Mg2+ (Cat. No. 10010056 Gibco™ Paisley, UK), 
trypsinized (Trypsin – EDTA, Cat. No. 25200072 Gibco™ 
Paisley, UK) to obtain single cell suspension. Then cells 
were then stained with trypan blue dye and counted 
using an automatic cell counter (Luna II). The given 
number of cells was seeded on a 96-well low adhesive 
plate (SPL 3DTM Cell Floater Plate), 2,000 cells were 
placed in each well to form a spheroid. Culture medium 
was replaced every second day. 
 

Staining 
 
The culture of spheroids, staining procedure, and 
imaging workflow is presented in Fig. 1. On day 6 of 
spheroid growth, two types of functionalized by 
polyethene glycol (PEG) IONPs: 5 nm (Cat. No., 790508-
10ML, Sigma Aldrich) and 30 nm (Cat. No. 747408-10ML, 
Sigma Aldrich) were added in concentrations of 1 mg/ml. 
Other spheroids were stained with Lugol’s solution (Cat. 
No. L6146, Sigma Aldrich) in concentration of 10% (total 
concentration of iodine 25.3 mg/100 µl). After 96 h of 
incubation, all IONP-stained spheroids were transferred 
into the Eppendorf tubes, washed, and prepared for μCT. 
Visualization of Lugol-stained spheroids was performed 
after 24 h of incubation. 
 

Imaging 
 
The Skyscan 1172 microtomograph (Bruker) with 8W X-
ray tube was used for μCT imaging (Fig. 1C). The imaging 
parameters were as follows: voltage at 33 kV, amperage 
at 100 µA, rotation step 0.15 deg, and the size of the image 
pixel  ranged  from  2.9  to  5  µm. The  number  of  resulting 
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Figure 1: Sample preparation workflow. From the top: A) 
Spheroid formation, and growth in the low-adhesive 96-well 
plate, B) Staining procedure with IONPs or Lugol’s solution. 
C) After staining, the spheroid was washed three times. 
Afterwards, the imaging parameters were set and the 
imaging began. Figure created with BioRender.com. 
 
pixel ranged from 2.9 to 5 µm. The number of resulting 
projections ranged from 1,500 to 2,000. 
 

Reconstruction 
 
Image reconstruction was performed with NRecon 
software (Skyscan, Bruker μCT, version 1.7.3.1). These 
parameters include misalignment compensation or 
dynamic range (DR). The first one accounts for the 
minimalization of the artifacts resulting from the physical 
characteristics of the measurement (small movements 
due to the long time of imaging). Another one allowed to 
map the greyscale values to be identical for all the 
samples. The lower boundary of the DR was set to exclude 
air from the images and the upper was set to the maximal 
value registered during the measurement with Lugol’s 
solution. 
 

Visualization 
 
Visualization was performed with two softwares: 
CTAnalyzer (Skyscan, Bruker micro-CT, version 1.16.1.0) 
and CTVox (Skyscan, Bruker micro-CT, version 3.3.0 
r1403). CTAnalyzer was used to choose the region of 
interest (ROI) from all reconstructed images within a 
given sample. After ROI selection, the volume of interest 
(VOI) was created as the read-in data saved for every 
sample and analyzed by CTVox. It enabled to visualize 
results using the technique called volume rendering. 
Transfer functions (TFs) were used to map the grayscale 
values to the RGB (red-green-blue) color scale. 
Additionally, the TF opacity was used to eliminate the 
noise produced during data reconstruction. 

Results and discussion 

 
Reconstructed and rendered images are presented in the 
Fig. 2. In the spheroids stained with both types of IONPs 
the accumulation was observed in the outer layer of the 
spheroid structure (Fig. 2A, 2B), no penetration to the 
inner structure is visible. There are also differences in the 
distributions for the two types of nanoparticles in 
different size. The bigger the nanoparticle size, the 
smoother and more uniform its distribution on the 
reconstructed images is. Smooth distribution can be seen 
in Fig. 2A, and more ununiform is visible in Fig. 2B. 
However, a completely different properties of the staining 
agent can be seen for the spheroid incubated with Lugol’s 
solution. The uptake of this staining agent is uniform 
throughout the structure (Fig. 2C). These differences can 
be  the  result  of  the  fact  that  iodine  in  Lugol’s  solution 
 

 
Figure 2: Reconstructed images of spheroids cultured from 
the WM-266-4 cell line. The left column shows entire 
spheroids, while the right column represents the cross 
section through the structures to reveal the inner structure 
and the uptake of the staining agents. A) Spheroid stained 
with 1 mg/ml of 30 nm IONPs for 96h. B) Spheroid stained 
with 1 mg/ml of 5 nm IONPs for 96h. C) Spheroid stained 
using Lugol’s solution for 24 h. The color bar in the corner 
represents density scale. Green corresponds to the lower 
density, and red corresponds to the higher density in the 
spheroids.
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occurs in an ionic form, which facilitates the diffusion, 
whereas IONPs occur in neutral form. However, the 
uptake of IONPs is probably also facilitated by the 
PEGylation of their structure. Considering that the 
incubation time for IONPs requires 96 h and the minimum 
concentration of 1 mg/ml, it would be problematic for 
them to compete with the standard, traditionally used 
iodine, where 24 h incubation is enough to obtain much 
more distinctive images. Some studies already proved 
IONPs to be unable to deliver enough contrast, however, 
lower resolutions and NPs with much larger diameters 
were used [21]. In order to increase the contrast, some 
authors suggest that the mixtures of gold NPs and IONPs 
can be used. Furthermore, it would not only facilitate 
dual imaging but would also reduce the cost of using only 
gold NPs [22]. 
 

Conclusions 

 
Our studies show the usefulness of the common contrast 
agent, which is Lugol’s solution. The high atomic number 
of iodine present in this staining reagent  to see clear and 
very well-defined structures in the reconstructed images 
(Fig. 2C). Furthermore, the short incubation time favors 
the overall application of this staining agent. IONPs 
deliver the required contrast after long incubation times 
and a high concentration applied (96h, and 1 mg/ml in 
both NPs, respectively), which limits their utility in the 
case of micro-CT imaging. Reportedly, nanoparticles with 
higher atomic number (i.e., gold NPs) would perform 
even better in much lower concentrations and times of 
incubation. 

Nevertheless, obtaining such a crisp and clear 
image of spheroids proves that micro-CT can be a very 
powerful tool for spheroid imaging. Not only 
nanoparticle localization but also the intensity of the 
accumulation process can be visualized. In the future, 
staining agents conjugated to tumor-specific antibodies 
would even allow for visualization of sites of increased 
receptor expression. 
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